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“Too many pages and too many rules!”
are the words that left my mouth when
attempting to play a tabletop RPG. If I
wanted to do complicated math and
follow a complex system of directions, I
wouldn’t have dropped out of college.

Ages of Alivena is a tabletop/pen and paper role-playing game. Like most games in this format you will need a
Game Master or GM (someone who knows the rules and who will set up quests) and 2-8 players excited about taking
on those quests.
The GM serves as the game's storyteller and referee, maintaining the setting and age in which the quests and
adventures occur. He/she also plays the role of Alivena’s inhabitants, determining their behavior and actions.
Players create characters. These characters form a party that interacts with Alivena’s inhabitants and each other.
Together they go on quests, solve dilemmas, and engage in battles all while gathering treasure, equipment and wisdom.
In the process, characters ‘level up’ allowing them to learn new skills and spells. Over the course of several games,
players’ characters continue to level up and can become more and more powerful.
Ages of Alivena is specifically tailored to make it easy for new players to get started, whether questing or GM-ing, while
still providing enough depth for those who want to delve deep into the untold chapters of history from the vast ages of
Alivena.

Don’t have a 15-sided dice and a
Ouija board? Forget about it! All
you need is your 6-sided dice.
Rummage through your grandma’s
old Monopoly set and grab two from
there if you need more.
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Getting Started

Each player should:

 Gather the necessary tools for the game.
 (2) 6 sided dice (D6)
 A pencil or pen (pencil is recommended)
 An optional pad of paper for taking notes
 Read pages 7-12
 Choose a starting class by selecting the appropriate class/character sheet (pages 7, 12, 34-36).
 Choose a race by reviewing the racial bonuses and adding them to your character traits on your
character sheet. (page 11)
 Name their character and choose a gender.
 Select 3 Utilities from the appropriate class’s utilities (pages 27-29).
 Come up with a back-story for their character if they wish (this is not required, but it can make the
game more fun).
 Back-stories can be information about your character you share with other players, or keep
to yourself and/or show only to the GM.
 If you wish to give your character some tattoos, an eye-patch, a mohawk, an accent, a deepseeded emotional issue that can only be resolved by stabbing things, a nickname, a limp, a
collection of small glass animals that allows you to escape the real world in troubled times,
an addiction, a foul mouth, or the spitting image of Nicolas Cage – that is all up to you!
 Prepare to have fun!

The Game Master (GM) should:

 Read pages 7-29
 Have a map for themselves and/or the players.
 A map can be as simple as a piece of wrinkled notebook paper with a few lines drawn on it
or as elaborate as a detailed excel spreadsheet.
 Have a quest, goal, or objective for the players.
 Determine which obstacles, traps, treasures, merchants, pitfalls, torture, revenge, giants, monsters,
chases, escapes, true love, miracles, etc. to use, where they will be, and when they will appear or be
available. (page 20-24).
 Prepare to have fun!

Is this your first time GM-ing? Need a little inspiration? Try
using the sample quest on page 38.

Character sheets (pages 34-36) can be copied from this book or
downloaded online at www.20SidedGames.com
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Class

There are 3 starting classes available in Ages of Alivena. The class names are generalized and allow players to
customize their class title. Character sheets can be copied from this book (pages 34-36) or downloaded online at
www.20sidedgames.com
Warrior-Warriors are the strongest, most physical class. They thrive in combat and can hit harder and be hit
harder than any other class. This is the ideal class for players who want to call themselves Knights, Barbarians,
Fighters, Paladins, Vikings, etc.
 Warriors learn utilities from the Warrior Utilities sheets (page 31 & 32).
Rogue-Rogues are sneaky, back-stabbing, lock picking, silver-tongued heroes. They excel at causing damage and
tripping up their opponents. They use precise strikes and stealth when they are unable to talk their way out of a jam.
This is the ideal class for players who want to call themselves Archers, Rangers, Thieves, Ninjas, Pirates, Smugglers, etc.
 Rogues learn utilities from the Rogue Utilities sheets (page 29 & 30).
Mage-Mages tend to be a bit fragile, but man can they pack a punch. Plus, magic will probably come in handy
during your adventures. They can use spells to protect themselves, enhance the capabilities of their fellow adventures
or do tremendous damage. This is the ideal class for player’s who want to call themselves Wizards, Witches,
Necromancers, Sorcerers, Sorceresses, Shamans, etc.
 Mages learn utilities from the Mage Utilities sheets (page 27 & 28).

WHEN CHARACTERS LEVEL UP (PAGE 26) OCCASIONALLY THEY CAN LEARN A NEW SET OF UTILITIES. THIS ALLOWS
PLAYERS TO CREATE A CUSTOM MULTI-CLASS CHARACTER AS TIME GOES ON. PLAYERS ARE WELCOME TO CHANGE
OR MODIFY THEIR CLASS TITLE AS THEY SEE FIT AND AS THEIR CHARACTER LEARNS NEW UTILITIES.
Ex.
A Warrior who learns some Mage Utilities might consider himself a Battle-Mage
A Rogue who focuses specifically on bow weapons may consider herself an Archer or Ranger.
A Mage who specializes in healing and has a profound faith might consider himself a Priest.
A Warrior who expands her knowledge to specifically include healing spells might consider herself a Cleric.
Feel free to make up your own class titles, such as:
Shaman, Ranger, Bard, Battle-Mage, Priest, Knight, Healer, Barbarian, Witch-Doctor, Archer, Paladin, Cleric, Mercenary,
Necromancer, Illusionist, Viking, Pirate, Ninja, Warrior-Monk, Fighter, Fire-Caster, Wizard, Good Witch, Bad Witch etc.

I’m a human
warrior, but my
name is Elf Mage.

I am Hubert the
Squirrel Cleaver!
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Traits

Traits are the natural capabilities of a player’s character. They are a character’s ability to attack, defend, and do
everything else (which is called ‘Utility’). Attack, Defense, and Utility traits are split into 3 types: Warrior, Rogue, and
Mage. All characters have the same 9 traits and can perform all of the same traits and types. The strength of each
trait, however, is up to the player. Traits are modified by a character’s class, race, equipment and level. The higher a
character’s traits, the easier it will be to damage a monster or opponent, defend yourself, or use a utility.

~ Attack

Traits ~

Warrior
Standard melee hacking, slashing, bashing, punching, etc. are Warrior Attacks.

“Hammer in hand, Giant-Kin Igor swings at the scrawny goblin in front of him. The creature is knocked to the ground. Igor raises
his hammer above his head and brings it down upon the beast. The goblin is barely recognizable from the pulp on the ground. Igor
is extremely strong. If you wish to lift a large boulder, kick open a door, or break something, your warrior attack roll will dictate
how successful you are.”
Rogue
Cunning strikes, ranged assaults, dirty fighting, etc. are Rogues Attacks.

“Two daggers spin on his fingers as Klive slices the rat to pieces in front of him. One more rat climbs from the window of Klive’s
Elven tree house. Drawing his bow, then notching and releasing an arrow, he pierces the heart of the critter. Klive has steady
hands and good aim because he is exceptionally dexterous.”

Rogue Attack is also used to determine a
character’s Initiative at the beginning of combat.

Mage
Magical surges, energy pulses, aggressive spells, etc. are Mage Attacks.

“The bandits laugh at the unarmed dwarf, but Dundole stands steady. His attention is unwavering as one of the bandits charge but
is zapped away by a bolt of arcane energy that flies from Dundole’s finger tips. Dundole has excellent concentration.”

Ages of Alivena
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~ Defense

Traits ~

Warrior
Ignoring melee attacks and enduring physical hardships are Warrior Defense.

“The wind blows and rain beats on the battle-worn face of Igor, but the elements do not bother him. He took many hits during the
previous kerfuffle, but he stands tall. The poisoned blades that struck Igor were not as effective as the goblins had hoped. Igor is
hungry and tired, but he will continue walking on blistered feet. Igor has a high level of endurance.”
For every 1 point a player adds to their Warrior Defense
they may also increase their maximum hit points by 1.

Rogue
Staying quick on your feet and avoiding being the target of trickery are Rogue Defense.

“Dodging a flying arrow, Klive runs towards the ratman. As he approaches, the ratman lunges for Klive’s daggers, but Klive keeps
his pockets tight. These rapid movements cause the platform on which they stand to crumble. The ratman falls to his death, but
Klive quickly holds onto a nearby tree branch. He drops himself safely to the rubble covered ground. Klive is very secure.”
Mage
Resisting magical assaults and surviving violent curses are Mage Defense.

“Flames fly in a swirly mass from a magical staff wielded by the bandit shaman and sparks dance around Dundole. Fire quickly
surrounds Dundole and sinister cackles leave the bandit’s mouth. The blaze settles, and Dundole stands among the ash unharmed.
Dundole walks forward and grabs the staff from the speechless bandit’s hands. The staff makes a high-pitched hiss as Dundole
grasps the staff, but he resists the curse. Dundole is the epitome of willpower.”

Ages of Alivena
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~ Utility

Traits ~

Warrior
Survival techniques, blacksmithing and metallurgy, natural botany and zoology, perception, intimidation, and Warrior
in-combat skills are all Warrior Utility.

“Starting a fire and preparing a make-shift shelter, Igor makes camp for the night. He toasts the shrubs he found nearby when he
hears something alarming – the sound of feet on a muddy pasture. Moments later, Igor is greeted with the foul stench of a goblin
straggler who makes his presence known with heavy breathing. Igor is aggravated by the disturbance and makes a mighty growl
towards the goblin. The creature whimpers off, crying in fear. Igor munches on his shrub, smiling. Igor holds much passion.”

Rogue
Sneaking, stealth, lock and pocket picking, trap detection and disarming, persuasion and deception, and Rogue incombat skills are all Rogue Utility.

“Sneaking past the ratman sentinels and into the main chamber of the rat city, Klive avoids all the hidden trip lines. He picks the
lock of an ornate door and is face-to-face with the Rat King. Klive convinces the king to not alert the guards while engaging in
conversation about the growing rat kingdom onto the Elven forest borders. Klive tells the Rat King that the Elven forces are ready
to eradicate the entire rat race. Brought to tears, the Rat King agrees to leave the forest forever. Klive embraces him and leaves in
peace, knowing well that the Elves have no plans for retaliation and with an extra coin purse in his hand. Klive demonstrates
perfect guile.”
Mage
Magical detection, tinkering, history, theology and occult, languages and runes, alchemy,
outsmarting, and Mage in-combat skills are all Mage Utility.

“Examining the staff closely, Dundole recognizes some symbols foreign to Alivena. Speaking tongues, Dundole separates the staff
into two, revealing a small puzzle cube contained within. The bandit is furious at Dundole for “breaking” the staff. Dundole tells
the bandit shaman that the ancient Pyro-Staff was a magical trap, soon to discharge on the user; the real treasure was the
Minotaur puzzle cube. The bandit looks dumbfounded and frustrated, and then even more so when Dundole gulps his home-made
invisibility potion and vanishes. Dundole is tremendously intelligent.”

For every 5 points a player has in their Mage Utility they may
re-roll 1 dice per combat when attempting to use a utility.

Ages of Alivena
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Race

There are 4 playable races in Ages of Alivena, each with unique bonuses and perks.
Human-Humans live between 60-100 years and are very good at whatever they put their minds to. Their kingdom
extends across most of Alivena. More back-story and details on Human culture can be found on
www.20sidedgames.com and in the Complete Adventurer’s Beginner Guide.
 Start with seven +1’s on your character sheet. You may not allot them to the same traits.
*Starting with a +1 means you can add 1 to any of the traits on your character sheet.*
*If you were a Human Mage your Mage Attack could be 5+1=6.*

30

hit points.
 Start with
 Humans can re-roll their Initiative.
Elf-Elves live around 500 years and are pretty good at almost everything. More back-story and details on Elf
culture can be found on www.20sidedgames.com and in the Complete Adventurer’s Beginner Guide.
 Start with four +2’s on your character sheet. You may not allot them to the same traits.

25

 Start with
hit points.
 Elves get 3+ to their Perception.
Dwarf-Dwarves tend to exaggerate OR keep their age private, but it is suspected they live around 150-200 years.
Dwarves tend to be masters of whatever they put their mind to. More back-story and details on Dwarf culture can be
found on www.20sidedgames.com and in the Complete Adventurer’s Beginner Guide.
 Start with two +3’s on your character sheet. You may not allot them to the same traits.

35

 Start with
hit points.
 Dwarves get 3+ to their Intimidate, Charm, Deal, Negotiate, or Out-Smart when dealing with merchants of
any kind.
Giant-Kin-Giant-Kin live only 50-60 years and are extremely tough. They are smarter than they look, but will
more likely hit you than ask questions. More back-story and details on Giant-Kin culture can be found on
www.20sidedgames.com and in the Complete Adventurer’s Beginner Guide.
 Start with one +5 on your character sheet.

40

 Start with
hit points.
 Giant-Kin can wield a 2-handed weapon with one hand and use a 1-handed item or weapon in the other. A
Giant-Kin may not use two 2-handed weapons.

If this is your first time playing I suggest
putting at least some of your starting race
points into your class’s utility trait.

For more details about a race’s background or
culture check out
www.20sidedgames.com or the Complete
Adventurer’s Beginner Guide.
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Character Sheets

What does a RPG hero have? Well, simply put, they have warrior, rogue, and mage traits (pages 8-10). They can attack,
defend, and do other stuff too! That’s it!
Your character’s traits are tracked in a 3 x 3 grid (detailed below).
The character sheet (pages 34-36) is also a means for players to write their character’s name, keep track of their level,
count their gold, take notes, and manage any cool equipment they find. You can download blank character sheets at
www.20sidedgames.com.

Ages of Alivena
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Klive

1

-name-

-level-

-level-

Elf

Rogue

-race-

Thief

-class-

-Character Traits-

Warrior

Rogue

Mage

Initiative

Attack

3

5+2=7

3

5+2=7

3

Additional Hit Points

Defense

3+2=5

Utility Re-roll per 5

Utility

-Equipment-

3

5+3+2=10

3

-Helmet/Headgear-

-Armor/Attire-

-Eyewear-

-Necklace-

Cloak of Hiding
Rogue Utility +3

-Bracers/Gauntlets-

-Hand(1/2)

-Hand(1/2)

-Boots/Footgear-

-Ring(1/2)

-Ring(1/2)

-Cloak-

-Hit
Points-

25+2=

27
-Notes-

-Gold-

Blank Character Sheets are available on pages 34-36
OR downloaded online at www.20SidedGames.com
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Igor

3

-name-

-level-

-level-

Giant-Kin
-race-

Warrior

Barbarian

-class-

-Character Traits-

Warrior

Rogue

Mage

Initiative

Attack

5+5=10

3

3

3

3

Additional Hit-Points

Defense

5

Utility Re-roll per 5

Utility

-Hit
Points-

5+1+1=7

3

3

-Equipment-

-Helmet/Headgear-

-Armor/Attire-

-Eyewear-

-Necklace-

-Cloak-

-Bracers/Gauntlets-

-Hand(1/2)

-Hand(1/2)

-Boots/Footgear-

-Ring(1/2)

-Ring(1/2)

40
-Notes-

-Gold-

Blank Character Sheets are available on pages 34-36
OR downloaded online at www.20SidedGames.com
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4 Mage
1 Rogue

Dundole

-level-

-name-

-level-

Mage - Archeologist

Dwarf
-race-

-class-

-Character Traits-

Warrior

Rogue

Mage

Initiative

Attack

3

3+1=4

5+3+1=9

3

5+1+1=7

Additional Hit Points

Defense

3

Utility Re-roll per 5

Utility

3

3

5+3+1=9

-Equipment-

-Helmet/Headgear-

-Armor/Attire-

-Eyewear-

-Necklace-

-Cloak-

-Bracers/Gauntlets-

-Hand(1/2)

-Hand(1/2)

-Ring (1/2)-Boots/Footgear-

-Hit
Points-

Ancient Ring of Dwarven Fire
Mage Defense +1

-Ring(1/2)

35
-Notes-

-Gold-

Blank Character Sheets are available on pages 34-36
OR downloaded online at www.20SidedGames.com
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Using Traits

ALL OF THE ATTACKS, DEFENSE ACTIONS AND UTILITIES IN AGES OF ALIVENA ARE ACCOMPLISHED BY
ROLLING 2D6 AND ADDING THE RESULTS TO A CHARACTER ’ S APPROPRIATE TRAIT.

Attack traits determine how well a character makes an attack and ultimately how much damage is dealt to an
opponent. When in combat (page 18), a player selects the attack trait they wish to use (Warrior, Rogue, or Mage) and
adds that trait value to their 2D6 roll. The amount by which this exceeds an opponent’s corresponding defense roll is
damage. Damage is subtracted from the opponent’s hit points by the GM.

EX.
EX.

Character’s
Warrior
Attack
Character’s Warrior
Attack
Trait Trait

66

++2D6
2D6

+7
+7

Opponent’s
Warrior
Defense
Opponent’s Warrior
Defense
Trait Trait ++2D6
2D6

3

+8

3

+8

Attack Value

– Defense Value

–-11
Defense Value

13
Attack Value

13

-11

This opponent would lose 2 hit points.

==Attack
Value
Attack Value

==1313

==Defense
Value
Defense Value

=11
=11
= Damage

2
==Damage

= 2

Defense traits determine how well a character can defend against an attack and how much damage, if any, is
dealt to the character (see Combat, page 18). Damage is resolved by subtracting the character’s defense value
(2D6+Corresponding Defense Trait) from the monster’s Attack Value (2D6+Highest Attack Trait.) Damage is
subtracted from the character’s hit points.
EX.

Opponent’s Rogue Attack Trait

9
Character’s Rogue Defense Trait

6
Attack Value

16

+ 2D6

= Attack Value

+7

= 16

+ 2D6

= Defense Value

+11

= 17

– Defense Value

-17

= Damage

= -1

This player’s character would lose 0 hit points because the attack value did not exceed the defense value.

Ages of Alivena
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Utilities - In Combat (pages 27-33) are cool and exciting actions, moves, powers, or spells a character can
use when engaged in combat. The success or failure to execute one of these combat utilities is determined by rolling
2D6 and adding the result to the appropriate utility trait. More utilities can be learned as characters level up (page
26). Most utilities also have an out-of-combat function.
 Select the utility you wish to use. It will have a CA$T value, a required number, such as m12+.
 (m12+ stands for Mage Utility 12+)
 If it is a Mage Utility, roll 2D6 and add the result to your Mage Utility trait. If the result is 12 or better, the
CA$T value has been met and the Utility is successfully used in combat.

EX.

o

CA$T

x

Equipment
Enchant

Character’s Mage Utility Trait

8

m12+

Give any player +1 to all attacks
OR all defense traits for the
duration of this combat.

+ 2D6

= Utility Roll Result

+7

=15

15 is more than the required 12 so the utility was successfully used. In this case the player can determine which of their fellow adventurers
he would like to ‘Equipment Enchant’.

Utilities – Out of Combat (page 25, 27-33) are one of the primary ways players interact with the game
environment and non-player characters (NPCs) (page 20). The appropriate utility trait is used to determine if a
character can successfully lie, negotiate, open a lock, sneak around, perceive magical dangers and more.
 A player may attempt any out of combat utility once per in-game day unless stated otherwise.
o If the Utility does not have a CA$T value it is a permanent bonus to the stated skill or ability.
 EX. If a player wanted to check an area for traps they could roll for perception
 Unlike combat, the Out of Combat Utility does not roll 2D6 instead 2 factors are used:
 Does this environment (page 20) impair the character’s ability to perceive?
 No – then assume the environment’s utility trait to be 0
 Yes – add the corresponding environment’s utility trait to the default utility test
 Default utility test (page 25) of 12 is applied.

EX.

Perception – Perception is 2D6 plus a player’s highest utility trait. It allows the player to see the unseen,
notice if someone is lying, detect traps, smell incoming goblins, divine magical properties, devise the recipe of a
particular potion, etc…
Character’s Rogue Utility Trait

5
Default Utility Test

12

+ 2D6

= Perception Roll Result

+7

=12

+Environment

+0

= Required Roll Result

=12

In this case, the environment did not impair the character’s ability to perceive traps. The GM would let the player know whether there are
any traps in the surrounding area.

Ages of Alivena
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Combat

Combat takes place at the GM’s discretion when players encounter hostile monsters, bandits, guards, ghosts, dragons,
little white rabbits with big pointy teeth, minotaur, goblins, pygmies, rats, ratmen, trees that throw apples, fairies,
centaurs, bears, wolves, warthogs, golems, rabid halflings, mummies, zombies, skeletons, feral cats, regular cats, super
villains, masterminds, sharks, mutated sea bass, violent blobs of jelly, passive-aggressive soccer moms, demons, wraiths,
orcs, trolls, cross guards, crossing guards, cross crossing guards, giants, wyverns, assassins and so on. Combat is a very
easy and fun part of the game.
*For the remainder of this section we will refer to your opponents in combat as ‘Monsters’ even though they may be a variety of things.*

Step 1 - Determine Initiative – Initiative determines the order in which players and monsters get to act, move, or
attack. This represents how quick players and monsters are at drawing their swords, or casting spells, or leaping at their
opponents, etc. All players and monsters roll 2D6 and add the result to their rogue attack trait to determine their
initiative. GMs roll and act on the monster’s behalf. Players and monsters proceed to make their attacks in order from
the highest result to the lowest result. This is considered a Turn of combat.
At the beginning of the second turn players and monsters do NOT roll for initiative. The initiative order remains for the duration of this combat encounter.

What can players do in combat?
A player can use 1 utility that their character has learned and make 1 attack, OR a player may use 2 utilities per turn.
1 UTILITY, 1 ATTACK
OR

2 UTILITIES
Step 2 – When it is a player’s turn in the Initiative order they may use a Utility or Utilities. Utilities are exciting skills
your character has learned and can perform to affect the outcome of combat. More utilities can be learned as characters
level up (page 26). Select the utility you wish to use. It will have a required number such as m12+ (m12+ stands for Mage
Utility 12+). If it is a Mage Utility, roll 2D6 and add the result to your Mage Utility trait. If the result is 12 or better
than the Utility is successfully used in combat. Follow the rules, impact, or outcome of the utility.

DISREGARDABLE – SOME UTILITIES CAN BE IGNORED OR DISREGARDED BY AN OPPONENT, PLAYER, OR NPC. THIS IS
STATED IN THE UTILITY DESCRIPTION. T O SUCCESSFULLY DISREGARD A UTILITY THE TARGETED OPPONENT, PLAYER,
OR NPC MUST MEET (2D6+CORRESPONDING UTILITY T RAIT) DOUBLE THE CA$ T VALUE .
Step 3 - When it is a player’s turn in the initiative order they may make an Attack. Attacks are how hard you hit a
monster, or where you’re finely balanced blade slips through their armor, or maybe how much life your spell drained.






Select the Attack trait you wish to use (Warrior, Rogue, or Mage)
Roll 2D6 and add the result to the Attack trait you selected to use.
The monster Defends using the monster’s corresponding defense trait and rolling 2D6.
The amount by which the Attack result exceeds the Defense result is Damage.
Damage is subtracted from the Monster’s hit points.

Step 4 – When players are attacked by monsters they Defend. Monsters make attacks using their highest (or preferred)
Attack trait. Monsters roll 2D6 and add it to their attack trait. Players roll 2D6 and add the result to the corresponding
defense trait. Damage is resolved the same as in Step 3. Players can defend as many times as they are attacked.
Some monsters have utilities and can use a utility and an attack just like players. The GM acts and rolls on behalf of the monsters.

REPEAT STEPS 2-4 UNTIL THE MONSTERS ARE VANQUISHED (MOST OF THE TIME THIS MEANS THEY ARE DEAD AND
HAVE 0 HIT POINTS REMAINING ). HOWEVER, THE GM COULD HAVE THEM FLEE IN TERROR , SURRENDER, ETC .

Ages of Alivena
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Doubles - If a player rolls doubles on 2 or more D6 they may roll those D6 again and combine the results.
 This makes utilities such as Surge!, Cheap Shot, and Smash extra valuable since they provide an additional
D6 of damage and a greater chance to roll doubles.
Hit Points – Hit Points are used to keep track of the health and well-being of characters, monsters and NPCs (page
20). A character or monster with a higher number of hit points is considered a more durable or formidable adversary.
 A Giant-Kin character starts with 40 hit points because they are generally bigger and stronger than an Elf
character who would start with 25 hit points.
Crippled - If a monster or player has only 1 hit point remaining, they are crippled and can only roll 1D6 when
attacking or defending.
Death - When a player or monster has 0 hit points remaining they are dead. Dead monsters and opponents are
removed from the game (unless they are resurrected by a necromancer or some other unholy force). When a player’s
character dies, they should turn in their character sheet to the GM. Depending on the circumstances of the death, the
remaining living players may collect supplies from their fallen comrade at the GM’s discretion. Players are welcome to
create a new character and may join the party and game at an appropriate time that the GM will determine.

PLAYER DEATHS CAN BE VERY TRAUMATIC. IT IS BEST FOR PLAYERS AND GMS TO BE CAREFUL ABOUT THE
SITUATIONS THEY PUT THEMSELVES IN. MOST GMS WILL TRY TO FIND THE BALANCE BETWEEN MAKING THEIR
GAMES NOT TOO DIFFICULT AND NOT TOO EASY.
“The best challenges are difficult, but surmountable.” - Haffldorm, Minotaur Puzzle Master
Proximity – When engaged in combat, generally all players and characters are within reach of each other and can be
attacked. At the GM’s discretion players can indicate if they are defensively circling around their mage or if their
archer is hanging way back out of reach. The GM can indicate similar formations for the monsters they are
controlling.
 Some players or GMs like to use miniatures to represent where they are on a battlefield. This is in no way a
requirement, but can add a level of depth and engagement for some players.
Moving - Players move from place to place by telling the GM where on the designated game map they want to go.
The GM communicates how easy or difficult it is for the players to reach their destination. GMs are welcome to come
up with more fun ways for their characters to move about. Some modes of transportation could be more convenient
while others could present an obstacle.

That guy is on a quest to
get his butt kicked!

I’m on a quest for
some pizza!

Ages of Alivena
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Enemies, Non-Player Characters, Obstacles, & Environments

Alivena is full of fun places to explore and terrible challenges to overcome. The GM acts on behalf of and determines
when and where encounters and interactions with enemies, Non-Player Characters (NPC)’s, obstacles, etc. will occur.
All of these have traits similar to characters to determine how characters interact with them.
Enemies – Enemies or monsters act just like players in combat. The GM acts/rolls on their behalf.
 Some enemies have utilities and can use a utility and an attack just like players.
Non-Player Characters - NPCs, interact, trade, and guide the players. The GM acts on their behalf.
 It is not necessary, but suggested that a GM uses or prepares traits for NPCs since a player may want
to bribe, charm, intimidate or even fight a NPC.
 If a NPC becomes involved in combat as an enemy or an ally they behave the same as
enemies or players.
Obstacles – Obstacles can be almost anything from an abandoned treasure chest, cryptic ruins, or Elvin traps, to a
Dwarven made Giant-Kin padlock. The GM determines how players may interact with obstacles.
 If an obstacle does not have a trait, then it is assumed that a player may successfully interact using
the corresponding utility roll of 12+ (default utility roll).
*An
*An abandoned
abandoned treasure
treasure chest
chest may
may have
have 00 as
as all
all of
of its
its traits.
traits. Meaning
Meaning Rogue
Rogue utility
utility 12+
12+ could
could easily
easily pick
pick the
the simple
simple lock,
lock, Warrior
Warrior utility
utility 12+
12+ could
could easily
easily force
force itit open,
open, or
or Mage
Mage utility
utility 12+
12+ could
could easily
easily cast
cast an
an “unlock”
“unlock” spell.
spell.
HOWEVER,
HOWEVER, aa more
more advanced,
advanced, less
less dilapidated
dilapidated treasure
treasure chest
chest may
may have
have aa Rogue
Rogue Utility
Utility trait
trait of
of 4.
4. Add
Add the
the trait
trait to
to the
the default
default utility
utility test
test (12+4=18).
(12+4=18). AA player
player would
need
an
18+
Rogue
utility
roll
to
successfully
open
the
treasure
chest.*
would need an 18+ Rogue utility roll to successfully open the treasure chest.*



The same rules would apply to perceiving hidden traps, AND disarming those hidden traps before
players spring them. The traps would have an Attack trait and would ‘attack’ players like enemies if
they were triggered.
 Traps – If traps are triggered or sprung they roll an additional 2D6 (4D6 total) when determining their
initiative.
 Most traps only attack once, but some can be triggered repeatedly at the GM’s discretion via the trap
utility, ‘Repeat’.
Environments – Environments are unique places in Alivena that can create additional challenges for the players.
Environments have traits and those traits modify the outcome of the player’s rolls.
*A
*AMisty
MistyCrossroads
Crossroadsmight
mightmake
makeititharder
harderfor
forplayers
playerstotosee,
see,ininturn
turnmaking
makingititmore
morechallenging
challengingtotosuccessfully
successfullyuse
useutilities.
utilities.Misty
MistyCrossroads
Crossroadswith
withaautility
utilityofof22 would
would
rollsmore
+2 difficult.
more difficult.
make make
utilityutility
rolls +2
EX.
EX.To
Todetect
detecttraps
trapsuse
useaa12+
12+(default
(defaultutility
utilityroll)
roll)and
andmodify
modify(12+2=14).
(12+2=14). To
Todetect
detecttraps
trapsatatthe
theMisty
MistyCrossroads
Crossroadsaaplayer
playerneeds
needstotoroll
roll14+
14+
MORE.
MORE.Amateur
AmateurArrow
ArrowTraps
Trapshave
haveaawarrior,
warrior,rogue,
rogue,and
andmage
mageutility
utilityofof4.4. IfIfan
anAmateur
AmateurArrow
ArrowTrap
Trapwas
wasatatthe
theMisty
MistyCrossroads
Crossroads(12+4+2=18),
(12+4+2=18), aaplayer
playerneeds
needs to
toroll
roll18+
18+totodetect
detectthe
theHidden
HiddenArrow
ArrowTrap.
Trap.

See pages 21-22 for some examples of enemies, traps, obstacles, and environments.

Remember, Ages of Alivena is designed for you to make your own
adventures. Make up whatever crazy monsters you want to!
I heard squirrels can be quite terrifying.

Ages of Alivena
Enemies
Sewer Rat

Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities – Adrenal Rush
Hit Points – 5
•

Warrior
3
3
3

Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities - Cheap Shot
Hit Points – 10

Mage
2
2
2

Warrior
7
7
5

Rogue
5
5
5

Mage
5
5
5

Pygmy Warriors are short (around 4 feet), thin, and usually cowardly. However, if you get a few together they become significantly more dangerous.
Their preferred weapon is a primitive spear, of which they carry 3 or 4 since they like to throw them as well. Most commonly they are wearing patch
work loin clothes and bits of stolen leather armor or boar hide.

Alpha Hog

Warrior
Attack
10
Defense
10
Utility
5
Known Utilities – Charge & Pummel, Adrenal Rush
Hit Points – 15
•

Rogue
4
4
4

Sewer Rats are a big problem in and around the major cities of Alivena. They are fast, gross, and ferocious.

Pygmy Warrior

•
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Rogue
7
7
0

Mage
0
10
0

Alpha Hogs are the largest in Alivena. Occasionally, two Alphas will work as a pair. Commonly, when two Alphas work together they kill off all the
weaker Hogs around them. In the Ancient Age it is said that Elves and Orcs would send hordes of Hogs ahead of an invasion to plague and weaken the
countryside.

Ratman Mercenary

Warrior
Rogue
Mage
Attack
9
15
9
Defense
9
15
15
Utility
5
9
5
Known Utilities – Evade, Combo
Hit Points – 20
• Ratmen are the natural and magical evolution of the standard rat strain in Alivena. They are humanoid and can behave and act bi-pedal. Their
societies exist underground and are entirely co-dependent upon the waste of a more successful society. Some are even employed by mercenaries and bandits
in the less reputable parts of civilized society.

Hey GM!
For a fair and balanced fight try to
use or make monsters that have
similar traits to your players.

Ages of Alivena
Obstacles

Lame Treasure Chest
Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities – NA
Hit Points – NA
•

Rogue
0
12
0

Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities – NA
Hit Points – NA

Warrior
0
18
9

Rogue
0
18
4

Amateur Arrow Trap

Warrior
Rogue
Attack
0
6
Defense
0
0
Utility
4
4
Known Utilities – Traps roll +2D6 (4D6 total when determining their initiative)
Hit Points – NA

Misty Crossroads
Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities – NA
Hit Points – NA

Warrior
0
0
2

Rogue
0
0
2

Mage
0
0
2

Something as minor as a limited field of vision can make it harder to accomplish the simplest of tasks. This crossroads is about as creepy as the opening
credits of Scooby Doo.

Swamp of Slowness
Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities – NA
Hit Points – NA
•

Mage
0
0
4

This basic trap can be placed in narrow caverns or massive ball rooms.

Environments

•

Mage
0
18
9

This is the kind of treasure chest that makes you work for it.

Traps

•

Mage
0
12
4

This is the kind of treasure chest that makes you wonder, “Why bother putting a lock on this thing?”

Legit Treasure Chest

•

Warrior
0
12
4
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Warrior
1
1
1

This swamp can impair even the finest swordsman’s masterful swing.

Rogue
1
1
1

Mage
0
0
0

Ages of Alivena
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Equipment

Alivena is littered with useful supplies to help players on their journey. It is up to the GM to place different pieces of
equipment in the game world. Sometimes it is a reward for a job well done, other times it may be locked in a hidden
treasure chest.
Players have allotted spaces on their character sheet for equipment.
• Equipment will give bonuses to the player. Most frequently equipment will modify the player’s character
traits.
• Players may NOT use the bonuses from more than one piece of equipment of the same type.
EX The player cannot equip 2 cloaks since there is only 1 spot for a cloak on the character sheet. They CAN give it to a fellow adventurer OR carry it with them
without using the bonus.

ALL PLAYERS BEGIN THE GAME WEARING BASIC ARMOR, ROBES, AND CLOAKS AND CARRYING BASIC WEAPONS. THE
EQUIPMENT YOU FIND IN ALIVENA IS SURE TO BE MAGICAL, AWESOME , OR EPIC AND PROVIDE AN ADVANTAGE
OVER THE MUNDANE EVERYDAY SUPPLIES YOUR CHARACTER STARTS WITH. T HE MUNDANE EVERYDAY SUPPLIES
YOUR CHARACTER STARTS WITH ARE “BUILT INTO ” A PLAYER ’ S CHARACTER TRAITS.
Dragon Bone Broad Sword
Sword Weapon
2-Handed
Warrior Attack +2
OR Warrior Attack +3 if you are Giant-Kin
•

There are very few things in Alivena as immediately dangerous as an angry Giant-Kin with a dragon bone weapon.

Stone Cutter’s Axe
Axe Weapon
1-Handed
Warrior Attack +1
OR Warrior Attack +2 if you are a Dwarf
•

This sturdy tool has shaped as many pieces of mountain rock as it has bandit skulls.

Focused Wizard’s Wand
Wand Weapon
1-Handed
Mage Attack +1
•

This simple instrument allows a mage to more directly focus their attack spells.

Studied Sorcerer’s Staff
Staff Weapon
2-Handed
Mage Attack +3
•

This masterfully crafted walking stick allows a mage to more directly focus their attack spells.

Ring of Transcendence
Ring (1/2) *any character can equip or wear two rings, this counts as one of them*
Mage Utility +1
•

This simple instrument allows a mage to more directly focus their utility spells.

Ages of Alivena
Health Potion
Potion
Single Use – When used during combat, drinking or using a potion takes the place of an attack or utility.
Regain 5 hit points
Orc Blood Potion
Potion
Single Use – When used during combat, drinking or using a potion takes the place of an attack or utility.
Warrior Attack +6 for the duration of combat
Paladin Plate Armor
Armor/ Attire
Warrior Defense +1, Mage Defense +3
•

Finely crafted plate mail that carries a blessing from the Chapel of the 4 Races.

Adventurer’s Tunic
Armor/ Attire
All Utilities +1
Dashing Boots
Boots
Rogue Utility +1
Shadow Cloak
Cloak
Mage Defense +1, Rogue Defense +1
•

This enchanted cloak helps the wearer stay in the shadows during conflict.

Mammoth Skin Cloak
Cloak
Warrior Defense +1
AND All Utilities +1 if you are Giant-Kin
•

Thick mammoth hide might seem like a burden to some, but to a Giant-Kin it is like wearing a piece of home.

Glasses of Keen Intuition
Eyewear
Perception +1
Magician’s Orb of Protection
Shield
1-Handed
Mage Defense +2
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Utilities - Out of Combat:
Utility traits are the primary way players interact with the game environment. If there is a lock that needs to be picked,
ancient runes to translate, or a bar tender to intimidate roll 2D6 and add the result to the appropriate utility trait.
Default Utility Test – A player will always need to roll 12 or better (2D6 plus appropriate utility trait) to
successfully use their utility. If an opponent or object does not have any traits then the game assumes their traits to be
set at 0.
Ex. A lame treasure chest may have a Rogue Utility trait of 0. Add the trait to the default utility test (12+0=12). A player would need a 12+ Rogue Utility roll to
successfully open the treasure chest.

SOME ENVIRONMENTS, NON- PLAYABLE CHARACTERS, ITEMS, ETC. HAVE UTILITY TRAITS THAT MAKE IT MORE
DIFFICULT FOR THEM TO BE PERSUADED, OPENED, TRANSLATED, ETC . MOST OF THE TIME A 12+ (DEFAULT UTILITY
TEST) WILL SUFFICE, BUT SOMETIMES AT THE GM’S DISCRETION A HIGHER RESULT WILL BE NEEDED.
Ex. A legit treasure chest may have a Rogue Utility trait of 4. Add the trait to the default utility test (12+4=16). A player would need an 16+ Rogue Utility roll to
successfully open the treasure chest.

Advanced Utilities – Out of Combat - There are lots of different skills, and named and unnamed utilities that a
player may use when out of combat and interacting with the game world. It is up to the GM to determine what makes
sense for a player to use based on the current situation within the game.
Here are some popular suggestions that will help along the way.
 Perception – Uses 2D6 plus a player’s highest utility trait. It allows the player to see the unseen, notice if
someone is lying, detect traps, smell incoming goblins, divine magical properties, determine the recipe of a
particular potion, etc.
 Open Locks/Disarm Traps – Uses 2D6 plus a player’s desired utility trait. In most cases locks and traps
are easiest to pick or disarm using rogue utility. However, there are plenty of locks that can be smashed open
and lots of traps that can be disenchanted.
 Charm, Intimidate, Deal, Persuade, Lie, Out-Smart- Uses 2D6 plus a player’s desired utility trait.
Most players will come up with a scheme, threat, or compliment to accompany their 2D6 roll. If it works,
then maybe the NPC they are interacting with will give the players information, or his last gold piece, or a
magical family artifact.
 Sneaking &Stealing – Uses 2D6 and a player’s rogue utility trait. It allows players to sneak up on foes,
pickpocket unsuspecting tourists, creep through a sparsely populated club house, etc.
 Disenchanting – Uses 2D6 and a player’s mage utility trait. Aside from the aforementioned locks, lots of
items in Alivena can be disenchanted thereby removing curses, magic shields, invisibility spells, etc.

Ages of Alivena
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Leveling Up +

LEVEL 1: ALL CHARACTERS BEGIN AT LEVEL 1. FOLLOW THE GETTING STARTED INSTRUCTIONS ON PAGE 6.
Level 2 and Beyond
Players may elect to level up their current class or level up another class.
Ex. A level 3 character may be a level 3 Warrior OR they may be a level 2 Warrior and a level 1 Mage.

To level up:
 Add + 1 to any character trait.
 Learn one new utility from any appropriate class utility sheet. This allows players to mix and match their
learned utilities. Players may only elect Utilities that meet their class level.
A level 6 character may be a level 3 Warrior and a level 3 Mage. However, he would not be able to learn a level 6 Warrior or Mage Utility since neither of his class
levels is 6 or greater.

Unique
Traits:
Unique
Traits:
Some
traits
such
as Warrior
Defense,
Rogue
Attack
&&
Mage
Utility
additional
your
character.
Some traits
such
as Warrior
Defense,
Rogue
Attack
Mage
Utiliyprovide
provide
additionalperks
perkstoto
your
character.BeBesure
sureto
consider
these
when
leveling
up.
to consider these when leveling up.
Warrior
Defense
player adds
adds tototheir
theirWarrior
WarriorDefense
Defensethey
they
increase
Warrior
Defense- For
- Forevery
every11 point
point aa player
maymay
alsoalso
increase
theirtheir
maximum
hithit
points
by by
1. 1.
maximum
points
*A player who makes a Giant-Kin character could immediately put a +5 into their Warrior Defense which would also add 5 permanent hit points.*
*A player who makes a Giant-Kin character could immediately put a +5 into their Warrior Defense which would also add 5 permanent hit points.*

Rogue
Attack
- Rogue
Attack
is also
used
to determine
a character’s
Initiative
at the
beginning
of combat.
Rogue
Attack
- Rogue
Attack
is also
used
to determine
a character’s
Initiative
at the
beginning
of combat.
.

*see Combat (page 18)*
*see Combat (page)*

Mage Utility - For every 5 points a player has in their Mage Utility they may re-roll 1 dice per combat when
Mage Utility - For every 5 points a player has in their Mage Utility they may re-roll 1 dice per combat
attempting to use a utility.
when attempting to use a utility.
*If a player
1 aand
a 2a 2, ,ahaving
MageofUtility
of 6allow
would
allow
them to
one dice.*
of those dice.*
*If a rolled
player arolled
1 and
Mage aUtility
6 would
them
to re-roll
onere-roll
of those

*If a player rolled a 1 and a 2, a Mage Roll
Utility
of 10 would=3
allow them to re-roll both of those dice.*
Result
*If a player rolled a 1 and a 2, a Mage Utility of 15 would allow them to re-roll both of those dice AND still be able to re-roll another dice later in combat.*
Keep Re-Roll

Re-Roll Result
=8
*If a player rolled a 1 and a 2, having a Mage Utility of 10 would allow them to re-roll both of those dice.*
*If a player rolled a 1 and a 2, having a Mage Utility of 13 would allow them to re-roll both of those dice.*
*If a player rolled a 1 and a 2, having a Mage Utility of 15 would allow them to re-roll both of those dice AND still be able to re-roll another dice later in combat.*

When to Level Up+
The GM will choose any and all methods by which a player or players will level up their character. There is no formal
experience system in Ages of Alivena. Here are some suggested methods for leveling characters in a game that the GM
may use:
The player may level up after each quest or game.
The player may level up after each “boss fight”.
The player may purchase training that will help them to level up.
The player may win or purchase equipment that adds a temporary or permanent level to the character.
The player or GM may keep track of enemies killed or utilities successfully used and upon completing so many decide
the player(s) may level up.

Ages of Alivena
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Utility Sheets

The best scribes in Alivena have tried for centuries to keep records of all of the amazing feats they have seen heroes perform.

Mage Utilites
select

Utility

ca$t

In-Combat

ca$t

Out-of-Combat

Focus

m10+

ALL of your Mage Traits +1 for Z turns, where Z is
your Mage level.

-

Theology and Occult +2 (Detecting undead and
unholy, knowledge on religion and traditions, etc.)

-

Perception +2 when detecting magical properties on
an individual object.

Le
ve
l

1

Equipment
Give any player +1 to all attacks OR all defense traits
m12+
for the duration of this combat.
Enchant

Give any player +3 missing Hit Points immediately.

Minor Heal m12+ Give any player +3 missing Hit Points immediately. m12 + Can be used Z times per day, where Z is your Mage
level.

Buff

m14+

Give any player +3 to their next Utility Roll.

m14+

Give any player +3 to their next Utility Roll. Can be
used Z times per day where Z is your Mage level.

-

Le
ve

l2
-5

Magma
Splash

m14+

Divide 3 damage evenly among opponents. (Can only
be used Z times per combat, where Z is your Mage m14+
level.)

Give ALL players Perception +2 when in a dark or
shadowy area (cave, dungeon, haunted forest, etc.)

Sleep

A single oppenent falls asleep. Disregardable (page 18)
(Opponent may roll Mage Defense every turn, on 32+
A single NPC falls asleep for Z hours, where Z is your
m16+
m16+
opponet awakens) (Awaken at the end of combat
Mage level. Disregardable (page 18).
reguardless)

Surge!

m16+

Next Mage Attack +1D6
(Can only be used once per combat)

-

NA

Bubble
Shield

m16+

Give ALL players +1D6 to Mage Defense until the
beginning of your next turn.

m16+

Give ALL players +1D6 to Mage Defense while in
your current location for Z hours, where Z is your
Mage level.

Amplify

m16+

Any player gets +1D6 to their next utility roll.

m16+

Any player gets +1D6 to their next utility roll.

Arcane
Instinct

-

If you suffer any damage from a Mage Attack, +1 to
ALL traits for the duration of this combat.

-

Alchemy +2 (detecting reagents, knowledge on
potions, etc.)

*Mass Heal m16+ Give ALL players +3 missing Hit Points immediately. m16+

Give ALL players +3 missing Hit Points immediately.
Can be used Z times per day, where Z is your Mage
level.

*must learn Minor Heal before learning this Utility

*Lava Wave m18+

Divide 6 damage evenly among opponents.
(Can only be used Z times per combat, where Z is
your Mage level.)

m18+

Give ALL players Perception +4 when in a dark or
shadowy area (cave, dungeon, haunted forest, etc.)
(Does not stack with Magma Splash)

*must learn Magma Splash before learning this Utility

Wise
Wielder

-

Mage Attack +3 when using: (pick one)

One-Handed Weapon(s)
Two-Handed Weapon

Mage Utilites
select

Utility

ca$t

Phase Shift m20+

Bless

m20+

Curse

m20+

Unity Chant m22+

Ice Age

m22+

Hex

m24+

In-Combat

ca$t

Out-of-Combat

Use Mage Defense next time you are attacked
regardless of attack trait.

m20+

Sneak +3

ALL players get +3 to their next roll.

-

Perception +3 when detecting Undead or Unholy
opponents or NPCs.

A single target opponent reduces all traits by 3 for the
m20+
duration of combat. (One active Curse per mage.)

A single target NPC reduces all traits by 3 for Z hours,
where Z is your Mage level.
(One active Curse per mage.)

All Players get +3 to ALL Utility types until the start
of your next turn. (Cannot be used if Tactical
Commands or War Song is active.)

-

Intimidate +3

3 opponets skip their next turn. Disregardable.

-

NA

Reduce opponent's strongest _______ (pick one) by 5
Reduce NPC's strongest _______ (pick one) by 5 for
m24+
until the start of your next turn.
the remainder of the day.
Attack Trait
Defense Trait

Le
ve

l6

+

Utility Trait

Book Worm

-

Use 3 Mage Utilities per turn of combat if you do not
make any attacks that turn.

-

Out-Smart +4

Void Hands

-

ALL Mage Traits +1 if you do not have weapons
equipped.

-

ALL Mage Traits +1 if you do not have weapons
equipped.

Give any player +Z missing Hit Points immediately,
where Z is your Mage level.

m24+

Give any player +Z missing Hit Points immediately,
where Z is your Mage level.

m28+

Mage Perception +1D6

*Major Heal m24+

*must learn Mass Heal before learning this Utility

Prophet

m28+

Use Mage Defense against ALL attacks until the
beginning of your next turn.

Divide 18 damage evenly among opponents.

*Fire Storm m28+ Disregardable. (Can only be used Z times per combat, m28+
where Z is your Mage level.)

Perception +6 when in a dark or shadowy area (cave,
dungeon, haunted forest, etc.) (Does not stack with
Magma Splash or Lava Wave)

*must learn Lava Wave before learning this Utility

Chain
Lightning

Dark Arts

m28+

If your Mage Attack does damage you may immediately make
another and so on against different opponents. An opponent
can only be hit by Chain Lightning once. (Can only be used
once per combat.)

-

NA

m28+

If your next Mage Attack does damage to an
opponent you may regain Hit Points equal to the
damage dealt. If it kills the opponent, regain ALL
your missing Hit Points.

-

Out-Smart, Charm, Intimidate +6 when dealing with
Undead or Unholy opponents or NPCs.

Rogue Utilites

Le
ve
l

1

select

Utility

ca$t

In-Combat

ca$t

Out-of-Combat

Ready

r10+

ALL Rogue Traits +1 for Y turns, where Y is your
Rogue level.

-

Street Guile +2 (Detecting fences and contacts,
knowledge on bars and clubs, etc.)

Evade

r12+

You may not be attacked in combat by a target
opponet until the beginning of your next turn.
Disregardable (page 18).

-

Sneak +2

Single opponent may not make their next attack.
Disregardable (page 18).

-

Lock-picking +2

You may make 1 extra attack for every 3 opponents in
combat.

-

NA

You may roll +1D6 agaisnt an opponent who has
already suffered damage this combat. (Can only be
used once per oppenent)

-

Defense against traps +2

Pocket Sand r12+

Combo!

r14+

Le
ve

l2
-5

Cheap Shot! r14+

Disarm

r16+

Single opponent recieves -3 on their next Attack Roll
OR their next Defense Roll.

…

Pick-pocketing +2

Target

r16+

Your next attack hits an opponent's lowest defense
trait.

r16+

GM dislcoses an NPC's lowest Defense trait.

Parry &
Dodge

r16+

Next Defense +1D6

-

Charm +2

Versatile

r16+

Use 3 additional utilities this turn instead of making
an attack.

-

Disarming traps +2

Pin-Point

-

If the party is engaged with a single oppenent, +1 to
ALL traits for the duration of this combat.

-

NA

*Smoke
Pellets

r16+

3 opponents may not make their next attack.
Disregardable (page 18).

-

Perception +2 when detecting traps.

-

NA

*must learn Pocket Sand before learning this Utility

*Multi
Combo!

r18+

You may make 1 extra attack for every 2 opponents in
combat.

*must learn Combo before learning this Utility

Dextrous
Deviant

-

Rogue Attack +3 when using: (pick one)

One-Handed Weapon(s)
Two-Handed Weapon

Rogue Utilites
select

Utility

ca$t

In-Combat

ca$t

Out-of-Combat

Second
Chance

-

Re-roll any D6 roll of "1" when making Rogue
Attacks.

-

Re-roll any D6 roll of "1" when disarming traps.

Next Rogue Attack +2D6,
Next Defense -1D6

-

Intimidate +3

Target opponent may not use Utilities until the
beginning of your next turn. Disregardable.

-

ADDITIONAL Charm +2

Tactical
r22+ turn. (Cannot be used if Unity Chant or War Song is
Commands
active.)

-

Out-Smart +3

Traps &
Snares

You make an immediate Rogue Attack on the
r22+ opponent or opponents with the lowest Rogue Utility
trait. (This does not count as your attack).

-

Arming and Disarming Traps +3

Sabotage

r24+

r24+

NPC uses -1D6 on their _______ (pick one) for the
remainder of the day.

Cut Throat r20+

Stunning

r20+

All Players get Attack +3 until the start of your next

Opponent uses -1D6 on their _______ (pick one)
until the start of your next turn.

Attack Trait
Defense Trait

Le
ve

l6

+

Utility Trait

Body Guard

-

If a player takes damage you may throw yourself in the
way and take the damage instead once per turn.

-

If a player takes damage you may throw yourself in the
way and take the damage instead. May be used Y
times per day, where Y is your Rogue level.

Fancy
Footwork

-

Defense +1D6 if using a Bow Weapon.

-

ADDITIONAL Charm +2

*Shadow
Grenade

r24+

6 opponents may not make their next attack.
Disregardable.

-

NA

Rogue Defense +1D6 against 'thief-type' opponents.
(ex. bandits, pirates, assassins, etc.)

r28+

Lock-picking and Pick-pocketing +1D6

Defense +2D6 until the end of combat if the
attacking opponent has not attacked you yet this
combat.

-

NA

-

ADDITIONAL Charm +3

-

NA

*must learn Smoke Pellets before learning this Utility

Thief

-

*Untouchable r28+

*must learn Fancy Footwork before learning this Utility

Distract &
Destroy

r28+

Pre-Initiative (this Utility may be attemped before
Iniatives are determined). Reduce a single oppenent's
Iniative by Y, where Y is your Rogue level. (This
counts as your first turn Utility)
You may roll +2D6 agaisnt an opponent who suffered

Caught Offr28+ damage from an attack immediately before your turn.
Guard
(Can only be used once per oppenent)

Warrior Utilites

Le
ve
l

1

select

Utility

ca$t

In-Combat

ca$t

Out-of-Combat

Steady

w10+

ALL Warrior Traits +1 for X turns, where X is your
Warrior level.

-

Survival Skills +2 (Detecting game and direction,
knowledge on shelter and astronomy, etc.)

Brace

w12+

Warrior Defense +3 until the beginning of your next
turn.

-

Armament Expertise +1 (knowledge on armor and
weapon origins, crafting and repair, etc.)
+1 max Hit Points.

Taunt

w12+

Target opponent may only attack you with their next
attack. Disregardable (page 18).

-

Intimidate +2

You may make 2 attacks at different opponents with your next
attack OR you may make 2 attacks at the same opponent with
w14+
you next attack. (Must declare target(s) prior to any of these
attacks.)

-

+1 max Hit Points

Smite!

w14+

Your next Attack hits an opponent's Mage Defense.

-

Armament Expertise +1 (knowledge on armor and
weapon origins, crafting and repair, etc.)

Adrenal
Rush

-

+3 to Iniative

-

Botany +2 (detecting poisonous plants, knowledge on
herbal edibles, etc.)

Combat
Senses

w16+

Rogue Defense +1D6 for the duration of combat.

w16+

GM discloses an NPC's highest Attack trait.

Tank

w16+

Warrior Defense +1D6 for the duration of combat.

-

+1 max Hit Points.

Batter

-

If your Attack does NOT do damage to target
opponet then reduce target opponent's Warrior
Defesne by 1.

-

NA

Royal
Rumble

-

If your party is out-numbered when entering combat,
+1 to ALL traits for the duration of this combat.

-

NA

You may make 3 attacks at different oppoents with your next
attack OR you may make 3 attacks at the same opponent with
w16+
you next attack. (Must declare target(s) prior to any of these
attacks.)

-

+1 max Hit Points

-

ADDITIONAL +2 Intimidate

Le
ve

l2
-5

Charge &
Pummel

*Precision
& Crush

*must learn Charge & Pummel before learning this Utility

*Battle Cry w18+

3 target opponents may only attack you with their
next attacks.
Disregardable (page 18).

*must learn Taunt before learning this Utility

Heavy
Hitter

-

Warrior Attack +3 when using: (pick one)

One-Handed Weapon(s)
Two-Handed Weapon

Warrior Utilites
select

Utility

ca$t

In-Combat

ca$t

Out-of-Combat

Smash

w18+

Next Warrior Attack +1D6

-

May use Warrior Attack to attempt to open a lock.
(Targets the lock's Rogue Utility trait as usual)

Regain 1 missing hit point for every 1 damage you
inflict on an opponent this turn.

-

+1 max Hit Points

Blood Lust w20+

Roar

w20+

ALL opponents reduce all defense traits by 2 until the
beginning of your next turn.

-

Zoology+ 3 (detecting animals and beasts, knowledge
on training and domestication, etc.)

War Song

w22+

All Players get Defense +3 until the start of your next
turn. (Cannot be used if Tactical Commands or
Unity Chant is active.)

-

Charm +3

First Aid

w22+

Give any player +3 missing Hit Points immediately.

w22+

Remove a single Poison or Disease counter from any
player or NPC.

Cross Training w24+

Opponent may only use their weakest_______ (pick
one) against you until the start of your next turn.

w24+

Opponent may only use their weakest_______ (pick
one) against you for the remainder of the day.

Attack Trait
Defense Trait

Le
ve

l6

+

Utility Trait

Finish Him!

-

Double your Attack against an opponent who has
taken damage. (Can only be used once per combat)

-

NA

Stubborn

-

ALL Defense Traits +2

-

ALL Defense Traits +2

-

NA

*Perfect
Timing &
Hatred

You may make 4 attacks at different oppoents with your next
attack OR you may make 4 attacks at the same opponent with
w24+
you next attack. (Must declare target(s) prior to any of these
attacks.)

*must learn Charge & Pummel before learning this Utility

Beserker

-

If you lose half of your max hit points this combat,
double your next attack. (Can only be used once per
combat).

-

ADDITIONAL Intimidate +2

*Haste

-

ADDITIONAL Initiative +6

-

+1 max Hit Points

Your next attack reduces all of an opponent's traits by
1, until the end of combat.

-

NA

Next Warrior Attack +1 for every Hit Point you are missing.

-

+2 max Hit Points

*must learn Adrenal Rush before learning this Utility

Crippling
Blow

w28+

Blood Rage w28+
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-level-name-

-level-

Warrior
-race-

-class-

-Character Traits-

Warrior

Rogue

Mage

Initiative

Attack

5

3

3

3

3

Additional Hit-Points

Defense

5

Utility Re-roll per 5

Utility

5

3

3

-Equipment-

-Helmet/Headgear-

-Armor/Attire-

-Eyewear-

-Necklace-

-Cloak-

-Bracers/Gauntlets-

-Hand(1/2)

-Hand(1/2)

-Boots/Footgear-

-Ring(1/2)

-Ring(1/2)

-Hit
Points-

-Notes-

-Gold-
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-level-name-

-level-

Rogue
-race-

-class-

-Character Traits-

Warrior

Rogue

Mage

Initiative

Attack

3

5

3

5

3

Additional Hit Points

Defense

3

Utility Re-roll per 5

Utility

3

5

3

-Equipment-

-Helmet/Headgear-

-Armor/Attire-

-Eyewear-

-Necklace-

-Cloak-

-Bracers/Gauntlets-

-Hand(1/2)

-Hand(1/2)

-Boots/Footgear-

-Ring(1/2)

-Ring(1/2)

-Hit
Points-

-Notes-

-Gold-
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-level-name-

-level-

Mage
-race-

-class-

-Character Traits-

Warrior

Rogue

Mage

Initiative

Attack

3

3

5

3

5

Additional Hit Points

Defense

3

Utility Re-roll per 5

Utility

3

3

5

-Equipment-

-Helmet/Headgear-

-Armor/Attire-

-Eyewear-

-Necklace-

-Cloak-

-Bracers/Gauntlets-

-Hand(1/2)

-Hand(1/2)

-Boots/Footgear-

-Ring(1/2)

-Ring(1/2)

-Hit
Points-

-Notes-

-Gold-

Ages of Alivena
SERIOUSLY… GET STARTED!
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Make a map and an objective, put some
monsters and obstacles in the way, come up with
a snappy con-man who might give the players a
clue, and set your players on their way to
overcoming the quests and challenges set forth for
them in the Ages of Alivena.

Or don’t do any of these things and build a
story all your own!

History

ALIVENA IS AN ANCIENT, MAGICAL LAND THAT HAS UNDERGONE MANY TRANSFORMATIONS THROUGHOUT THE
AGES. T HE AGES VAST RECORDS OF THE AGES AND YOUR ADVENTURES CAN TAKE PLACE IN ANY OR ALL OF THESE .

Ancient Age - Sometimes the Ancient Age is referred to as the Forgotten Age. No one is really sure how far back it
Ancientgoes
Agesince
- Sometimes
the Ancient
Age is referred
as exist.
the Forgotten
Nohave
onehappened
is really sure
how
far dinosaurs,
back it goesrevolts,
since most
most records
of the Ancient
Age dotonot
AnythingAge.
could
back
then,

records of
the Ancient
do not It
exist.
could havetime
happened
dinosaurs,
revolts,
banditUnholy
keggers;Gates
anything. It was
bandit
keggers,Age
anything.
was Anything
at some un-reported
duringback
this then;
age that
the magically
infused
at some un-reported
time
during
this
age
that
the
magically
infused
Unholy
Gates
were
constructed
far
to
the
south
to
contain
all of the
were constructed far to the south to contain all of the true evil in the world.
true evil in the world.o Dominant Races
 Minotaur
The dominant races of this time were
primarily the Minotaur, Giant-Kin, Orcs and Elves.
Giant-Kin
 Orcs

Golden Age-The Golden Age is the official start of recorded history and is occasionally referred to as the First Age.

During the
Golden Age, each of the 4 playable races maintained loosely united kingdoms that generally existed in peace. Aside from the kingdoms,
several bands
of Humans,
Dwarves,
andofficial
Giant-Kin
their own
tribesand
andiscity-states.
Golden Age
lastedAge.
for more than
olden
Age-The Elves,
Golden
Age is the
start had
of recorded
history
commonlyThe
considered
the First
2,000 years.
It
was
a
fun
time
to
exist
in
Alivena
and
is
full
of
light-hearted,
pleasant
quests.
It
was
ended
when
the
Great
During the Golden Age each of the 4 playable races maintained loosely united kingdoms that generally existed in Evil marched
on Alivena
fromAside
the Unholy
Gates
in the south
destroyed
almostElves,
everything.
peace.
from the
kingdoms,
severaland
bands
of Humans,
Dwarves, and Giant-Kin had their own tribes and

G

city-states. The Golden Age lasted for more than 2,000 years. It was a fun time to exist in Alivena and is full of lightThe dominant races of this time were primarily the Giant-Kin, Elves, Humans and Dwarves.

Age of Corruption- The Age of Corruption was not as bad as it sounds.

In fact, it might have been the Golden Age if the Golden Age
didn’t exist. The 4 races had their separate homelands, but travelers of all races came and went through the rebuilt Capital City.
However, it was a corrupt time. Everyone seemed to be trying to get ahead. The world was filling up with a new generation, and they
all wanted to claim glory for their kind, or at least make a few gold. Aside from the 4 races, several other creatures had been growing in
number. New monsters and ancient threats lurked around every turn. Some were protecting hard fought
treasure; others might guard secrets from a bygone age. The 4 races maintained a relative peace, but even within their own kind, small
nations and lords fought for power. The Age of Corruption lasted for almost 3,000 years.
The dominant races of this time were primarily the Giant-Kin, Elves, Humans and Dwarves.

Ages of Alivena
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So, you want to be the Game Master, but you are
feeling a little tentative about creating a quest for
your players? Try this in the meantime!
There are more pre-built quests available at
www.20sidedgames.com

Sample Quest –

The Hog Hunt

Your players start with 10 gold apiece.
-Read This AloudAmidst the middle of the Golden Age the Human Empire declared a royal hunt to take place across central
Alivena. The decree states, “Any and All creatures and monsters that have plagued the Human Empire are
redeemable for a 100 gold bounty during the duration of the next moon cycle.”
Fortunately for you, the tavern in the small hamlet you are resting in has a wanted poster on the wall. 2 large
Alpha Hogs have been plaguing the local farms. Last week they even closed school early and brought all of the
children to the center of town for safety while the hogs raided a nearby barn.
The tavern you are in is a long wooden mess hall with lots of small circular tables each with 3-4 loud patrons
surrounding them. Several farmers and laborers seem to gather here to drink away their troubles at the end of a
long day. The exposed wooden rafters are littered with carvings of hearts with initials in them, some of which are
crossed out. There are a few beer and mead mugs hung from hooks and occasionally a mouse darts back and forth
keeping an eye on the crumbs being left on the floor.
-Know ThisAlpha Hogs usually work in pairs and are a primary prey and resource in pygmy culture.
-Read This AloudYour quest seems clear. Hunt down these pesky hogs before they hurt anyone and claim you reward! There are
farms to the north, south, east and west of this small hamlet that can be searched for clues as to the hogs
whereabouts.
-Be Prepared for thisIf your players wish to interact with the patrons, you can have the patrons direct them to the bar keeper by
saying something like, “I’ve no time to hear your story stranger. If you want conversation see the bartender.”
If your players want to interact with the bartender you might describe him as – A large burly man with black
whiskers and fantastic mustache who says, “If ye’ are going after those hogs might I suggest buying a few of
my health potions just to be on the safe side.” The bartender has 3 health potions for sale at a price of 10
gold a piece.
-Read This AloudAs you make your way out of the noisy tavern to the center of the hamlet, you admire the simple hamlet. A single
road runs from north to south with small building on either side, most of them are homes or were. The tavern is
the only place with any real activity. There is just across the street a small blacksmith shop with a lit lantern
hanging outside indicating the place is open for business. What do you do now?

Ages of Alivena
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-Know ThisThere are 7 places your players can go during this quest:
o The Tavern
o Center of Town/Hamlet
o The Blacksmith
o Northern Farm
o Southern Farm
o Eastern Farm
o Western Farm
You have already experienced the tavern. Your players may wish to return there later to buy a health potion.
At this point there will be a description for each location below. You may have to jump around depending
on where your players go first.

Center of Town/Hamlet
-Read This AloudThe center of town consists of a boring, uninhabited dirt road. The only interesting buildings are the tavern you
visited earlier and a blacksmith shop. There are farms to explore to the north, south, east, and west. What do
you do now?

The Blacksmith
-Read This AloudThe blacksmith shop has been a staple in this town for over a century. The hulking man who runs it is hammering
away on his anvil, but stops when you approach. He says in a deep, but friendly voice, “Hello there travelers!
Would you care to see my wares?” You correctly assume he is referring to the weapons he has for sale.
The blacksmith points to a neatly organized weapon rack. There are a few neat items clearly marked for sale with
neat hand written price tags. Available is:
Blacksmith’s Mace – 40gold – (1 available)
Mace Weapon
1-Handed
Warrior Attack +1
Farmhand’s Friend – 40gold – (2 available)
Dagger Weapon
1-Handed
Rogue Attack +1
Ye’ Old Stab Stopper – 40gold – (1 available)
Shield
1-Handed
Warrior Defense +1
Hog Lance – 40gold – (2 available)
Spear Weapon
2-Handed
Warrior Attack +3 vs. Hogs (which includes the Alpha Hogs you are hunting)
Warrior Defense +3 vs. Hogs

Ages of Alivena
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-Read This AloudThe blacksmith says, “I am afraid my stock is a bit thin lately. Fools from all over have been hunting all over the
countryside. It’s been great for business! … did I say fools? … I mean brave adventurers… ”
-Know ThisIf your players want to buy any items, then handle that appropriately. Players subtract gold from their
character sheets, but get to add whatever item they purchased to their character sheet.
If your players want to negotiate with the blacksmith they can try to do so 3 different ways.
Intimidate- Player rolls 2D6 and adds the result to their Warrior Utility. If the result is equal to or
better than 21 (which is the default utility test, 12, plus the Blacksmith’s Warrior Utility, 9) then
prices are cut in half.
Charm- Player rolls 2D6 and adds the result to their Rogue Utility. If the result is equal to or better
than 18 (which is the default utility test, 12, plus the Blacksmith’s Rogue Utility, 6) then prices are
cut in half.
Out Smart- Player rolls 2D6 and adds the result to their Mage Utility. If the result is equal to or
better than 15 (which is the default utility test, 12, plus the Blacksmith’s Mage Utility, 3) then prices
are cut in half.
* Dwarves get 3+ to their Intimidate, Charm, Deal, Negotiate, or Out-Smart when dealing with merchants of any kind. (page 11)

If players want to kill the blacksmith and take the weapons they can do that too. There is no one around;
they could probably blame it on the hogs. Players would enter into combat (page 18) with the blacksmith.
If players enter combat (page 18) -Read ThisThe blacksmith wields his hammer with one hand and draws a red hot sword from the fire with his other.
He shouts, “Bring it on you snot nosed thieves! Rararargh!” He charges across the shop knocking over hot
coals onto the floor flailing his weapons wildly.

Blacksmith

Warrior
Attack
9
Defense
9
Utility
9
Known Utilities – Charge & Pummel
Hit Points – 20
-Read This AloudNow that you have …
• left empty handed from
• conducted business with
• negotiated with
• murdered and robbed
…the blacksmith, what do you do now?

Rogue
6
6
6

Mage
3
3
3
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Northern Farm
-Read This AloudYou venture nearly a mile North of the Hamlet. The Northern Farms encompass a large flat segment of grassland.
They seem entirely peaceful and undisturbed. What do you do now?
-Be Prepared for thisEven though you just told players that nothing is going on, they might want to poke around.
If your players insist on searching the Northern Farms, you can reward them with 10 gold in loose pocket
change that they managed to discover amongst the rows of crops.
If players want to sit and wait for the hogs to show up they can, but after 6,12, 24, or even 72 hours of
waiting the hogs do not bother the Northern Farms.

Eastern Farm
-Read This AloudYou venture nearly a mile East of the Hamlet. The Eastern Farms encompass a large flat segment of grassland.
They seem entirely peaceful and undisturbed except for a mysterious man in the distance. What do you do now?
The man in the distance has noticed you, just as you noticed him. He quickly starts to shuffle about and gather his
things that have strewn about on the ground. He is wearing an off-white tunic, brown trousers, a tri-corner hat,
and a cutlass hangs from his leather belt. He is several hundred feet away.
-Know ThisPlayers can completely ignore this farm and the man in the distance if they just want to move on.
The man in the distance is a bandit who just unburied some treasure.
If players approach the man –Read ThisThe mysterious man draws his sword and shouts, “IT’S MINE, STAY BACK, I DUG IT UP!”
Players do not need to pursue this. It is not their main quest; they can leave if they want to. They simply need
to say, “Hey lets go back to the hamlet, or to a different farm.”
If players continue to approach the man he charges in a rage; -Read This“I said its mine! My bandit friends will be here soon enough!” He charges with his cutlass held high over
his head.
The players enter combat (page 18) with the human bandit.

Human Bandit

Warrior
Attack
9
Defense
8
Utility
8
Known Utilities – Charge & Pummel
Hit Points – 20
•

Rogue
8
7
8

Bandits come in many shapes and sizes, this one just happens to be human.

Mage
3
3
3
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-Read This AloudNow that you have stomped some bandit butt you realize he had just dug up a small safe box and must have just
pried it open. Inside is 110 gold! There are no markings on the box to indicate who it belongs to. The bandit’s
cutlass is dull, rusty, and worthless. What do you do now?
-Know ThisPlayers can take the gold and no one will be the wiser. At least for the time being, or they can re burry the
gold. Make sure that players make a decision together. This is where player’s role-playing skill come alive!
Also, if a player wants a tri-corner hat for their character they can take this one. It doesn’t modify the
character in any way except appearance.
-Be Prepared for thisIf players want to sit and wait for the hogs to show up they can, but after 6,12, 24, or even 72 hours of
waiting the hogs do not bother the Eastern Farm.
-Read This AloudNow that you have…
• filled your pockets with someone else’s life saving
• re-buried the gold
…what do you do now?

Western Farm
-Read This AloudThe Western Farm has been torn to bits. The fields have been trampled and the crops are destroyed. There are
no hogs to be seen, but it is clear they have been here. A group of 5 Pygmy Warriors approach your group.
If players converse with the Pygmies –Read ThisThe largest Pygmy says in a squeaky voice, “Greetings armored ones, we have been tracking 2 large hogs
for several days. We believe they are to the south. Do you seek the same prize? We would be happy to
work together. We wish to kill one and bring it back to our camp. That way you only have one to fight.
Interested?”
If players take the Pygmy’s deal, then the Pygmies head south to kill 1 hog.
If players reject the deal -Read This“The hogs are essential to our camp; we use them for food, clothes weapons and more. We will fight you
for the hogs! Will you take our deal? ”
If players take the Pygmy’s deal, then the Pygmies head south to kill 1 hog.
If players reject the deal the Pygmies attack!
The players enter combat (page 18) with the 5 Pygmy Warriors.
If players do not converse with the Pygmies and try to ignore them then the Pygmies attack!
The players enter combat (page 18) with the 5 Pygmy Warriors.
If players attack the Pygmies then the Pygmies attack!
The players enter combat (page 18) with the 5 Pygmy Warriors.

Ages of Alivena
Pygmy Warrior
Attack
Defense
Utility
Known Utilities - Cheap Shot
Hit Points – 10
10
•
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Warrior
7
7
5

Rogue
5
5
5
10

10

Mage
5
5
5
10

Pygmy Warriors are short (around 4 feet) thin and usually cowardly. However, if you get a few together they become significantly more dangerous. Their
preferred weapon is a primitive spear, of which they carry 3 or 4 since they like to throw them as well. Most commonly they are wearing patch work loin
clothes and bits of stolen leather armor or boar hide.

-Read This AloudMan, you gave those Pygmies the ‘what for!?’ They are carrying nothing of value. What do you do now?

Southern Farm
-Read This AloudThe Southern Farm has been torn to bits. The fields have been trampled and the crops are destroyed. There is a
loud roar that echoes across the decimated fields. There is obviously an Alpha Hog nearby. It does not appear to
have noticed you. What do you do now?
-Know ThisPlayers can leave and get better prepared or stay and fight the hog(s).
If players made a deal with the Pygmies, there is only 1 hog to fight and collect a reward on.
If players did not make a deal with the pygmies, then there are 2 Alpha Hogs to fight.
If players leave -Read ThisAt least you were able to track down the hogs. You decide to explore more before dealing with this foe.
Where do you go now?
If players stay -Read ThisThe hog(s) notice you as soon as you are in the area too long and charge.
The players enter combat (page 18) with the Alpha Hog(s).

Alpha Hog

Warrior
Attack
10
Defense
10
Utility
5
Known Utilities – Charge & Pummel
Hit Points – 15
•

Rogue
7
7
0

Mage
0
10
0

Alpha Hogs are the largest in Alivena. Occasionally, two Alphas will work as a pair. Commonly, when two Alphas work together they kill off all the
weaker Hogs around them. In the Ancient Age it is said Elves and Orcs would send hordes of Hogs ahead of an invasion to plague and weaken the
countryside.

Ok, GM that’s it, you did it! If the players survive they get their gold. If they die, then make new
characters and try again next week! Congrats on running your first campaign!
Also, have your victorious players level up!
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Have Fun!
If you ever have questions or are seeking out new additions or
expansions to Ages of Alivena, please visit
www.20sidedgames.com

